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Abstract

Recently exchange formats have gained lots of atten-
tion. Multiple tools need to interact and/or work on the
same software system. Especially there is a need to reuse
parser technology. Within the FAMOOS project we have
developed a model for representing object-oriented soft-
ware systems at the program entity level. The model has
been designed for language independence, extensibility
and information exchange. For the actual exchange of data
we are currently moving to use XMI, a standard for model-
based information exchange.

1 Introduction

In this position paper we discuss FAMIX, a language-
independent, extensible model for modelling object-
oriented software systems [DDT99, DTS99]. FAMIX has
been developed and used in the FAMOOS project [DD99]
to model object-oriented software systems. It supports
multiple object-oriented – and since recently also procedu-
ral – languages. Software systems are modelled at the so-
calledprogram entity level, i.e. entities and relationships
such as classes, methods, invocations and accesses are be-
ing modelled, but not complete abstract syntax trees. Addi-
tionally to the modelling of the software itself, we are cur-
rently extending the model to supportgroupingswhich al-
lows for reasoning about systems on a more abstract level.

For the actual information exchange we have been using
the industry-standard CDIF interchange format [Com94].
However, since CDIF is not developed anymore we had
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to look for something else. XMI (XML Metadata Inter-
change) [XMI98] is a newer standard for model driven in-
formation exchange using XML. It is based on the Meta
Object Facility (MOF), a standard meta-meta-model from
the OMG [Gro99]. With the appropriate tool support, the
MOF and XMI provide for a generic means to generate
query APIs, XML DTDs and XML documents containing
actual data for models that are defined as an instance of the
MOF.

The following two sections discuss FAMIX and XMI in
more detail. Afterward we say a few words about our tools
that support FAMIX and partly XMI and we end with a
conclusion.

2 FAMIX

The FAMIX model provides for a language-
independent representation of object-oriented source
code. It is an entity-relationship model that models object-
oriented source code at theprogram entity level. Figure
1 shows the core entities and relations. The complete

Figure 1: Core of the FAMIX model

model, which is set up as an object-oriented hierarchy,
consists of more entities such as functions and formal



parameters. Limited space does not allow us to discuss
the complete model, but a complete specification can be
found in [DTS99]. Additionally to the entities themselves,
FAMIX defines for every entity a set of attributes. A
Method, for instance, has attributes such assignature
and isAbstract . The semantics are well defined: for
every attribute it is described what its value can be and
how it should be interpreted.

FAMIX has been designed with the following issues in
mind:

� Language independence.Legacy systems exist in
many different languages. We need our tools, and
therefore our model, to be as independent as possible
of the differences between the languages. This allows
us to reason about the languages on a more abstract
level and to use our tools without adaptation for the
different supported languages. Initially we needed to
be able to deal with C++, Java, Smalltalk and Ada.
However, we have used our model and tools for IDL
and Cobol as well.

� Extensibility.FAMIX allows for adding new abstrac-
tions and specific attributes to existing abstractions.
Typically extensibility is needed for the following
kinds of information:

– Language-specific information. Certain prob-
lems need language-specific information to be
solved. Additionally, typically languages have
their own specific problems that are interesting
in itself. An example is the analysis of include
hierarchies in C++.

– Tool-specific information. Apart from the in-
formation that is directly related to the source
code, tools might want to store and exchange
tool-specific information such as analysis results
or layout information for graphs.

– Whatever information people find worth mod-
elling. The model should not hinder them in do-
ing what they want to do.

� Information exchange.FAMIX has been designed
with information exchange in mind. The informa-
tion is stored in a flat, streaming-friendly way and it
uses a unique naming scheme that is valid over mul-
tiple transfers. This makes the transferred elements
self-contained rather than that they are dependent of
transfer-specific information that links them to other
entities. This is particularly important to be able to
deal with incremental loading of information and the
transfer of related information in separate transfers.

3 XMI

XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) [XMI98] is an OMG
standard which combines a meta-meta-model (the OMG
MOF) and a textual format (XML). It defines a set of
rules to produce XML content from meta-models (such as
FAMIX or UML) that are based on the MOF meta-meta-
model. The MOF is quite an extensive model. It supports
operations for querying purposes and a reflective interface.
However, the core model is pretty simple. It is straightfor-
ward to define any entity-relationship based model. Basi-
cally you have to define what element in your model is an
instance of a MOF Class (entity) and what is an instance of
a MOF Association (relationship).

To deal with the complexity of the full MOF, DTD
generation and XML generation tool support is necessary.
However, the XML that contains the actual data (see figure
2) is straightforward to parse.

<Famix.Method xmi.id="_3">
<Famix.Entity.name>print</Famix.Entity.name>
<Famix.Entity.uniqueName>gui::Widget.print()</Famix.Entity.uniqueName >
<Famix.BehaviouralEntity.signature>print()</Famix.BehaviouralEntity.s i
<Famix.Method.belongsToClass>gui::Widget</Famix.Method.belongsToClass >
<Famix.Method.isAbstract xmi.value="false"/>

</Famix.Method>

Figure 2: A Method entity in XML

Our experiences defining FAMIX as an instance of
the MOF and how the XML is generated are reported in
[Fre00].

4 Tool support

Our reengineering tool environment called Moose
[DLT00] is based on the FAMIX model. Moose acts as
a repository for our reengineering tools. We use CDIF
to import FAMIX-based information about systems writ-
ten in Java, C++ and other languages. The information
is produced by external parsers such as SNiFF+ [TD99].
Next to parsers we also have integrations with external en-
vironments such as the Nokia Reengineering Environment
[DD99]. However, we will abandon CDIF and we are ac-
tively developing an XMI importer and exporter for our
tool set.

For our production of XMI data we have a prototype
called XMIforFAMIX [Fre00]. It is a Java tool that extracts
FAMIX-based information from Java systems using the
Java Reflective interface and puts the data in XMI-based
XML files according to the FAMIX model. Its architecture
is such that other parsers, models and format producers can
be easily plugged in. The tool uses the XMI toolkit from
IBM alphaWorks to produce the DTDs and XML.



5 Conclusion

In this paper we have described FAMIX, a program
entity level model for describing object-oriented source
code. FAMIX models similar information as models such
as TA++ [Let98]. It does not clear advantage or disadvan-
tage. However, the well-defined semantics and the careful
consideration of issues such as extensibility and informa-
tion exchange might be a valuable input for any similar
model. The main limitation of FAMIX is that it models
software systems up to the program entity level. Detailed
abstract syntax tree information is not covered. Grouping
support is limited, but we are currently working on resolv-
ing that.

XMI (and inherently the MOF) provide for a standard
means to transfer information in XML. We consider XMI
easy enough to use for our purposes. Although tool support
is still limited, we find that the advantages of using a stan-
dard way for generating DTDs and XML files, outweights
the disadvantage of the higher complexity.
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